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Proposal for a New World Wide Political Party
US ~ People Together
America is not an infant anymore. The United States of America is more than two hundred
years old, and now it truly needs to take its rightful place on the global stage ~ not just
economically ~ nor just militarily ~ but also ideologically. That’s where US People Together
comes in. It is ideas that drive true leadership, and it is America’s turn to now provide some
fresh ideological leadership ~ not just domestically, but also internationally.
Let’s look at a little backdrop.
The last major political movement that was fielded internationally was the communist
ideology, with its practical birthplace sited in Russia. Communism quickly showed its fatal
flaws. Those fatal flaws started to surface even as it was allowed to guide political thought
in countries such as Russia, China, etc. Now, those countries are starting to wander away
from pure communist thought, and into the globally prevailing economic thought of
capitalism. That’s not surprising, given the relative economic poverty of pure communism
as it was originally practiced.
However ~ capitalism, an economic ideology fielded internationally prior to the fielding of
the communist political ideology, is now entering its death throes. In its downfall, it is
entangling the major American political parties ~ both the Democratic and the Republican.
For more on the looming global gridlock in capitalism, look for The Global Economy at the
Article tab at www.heirling.com.
Currently, ISIS is attempting to field a new international political party ~ religious in
orientation. Whether it takes or not remains to be seen. Additionally, various green parties
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have been around for a while, but whether they develop international coherency and issue
inclusiveness ~ that is still hanging in the balance.
Today's global economic gridlock is markedly pronounced. Tariff wars are currently being
fought under the guise of currency wars. It’s just a euphemism.
The Democratic Party, hopelessly mired in the ideology termed liberalism, is miserably
trying to fit America into a new emerging international order as ?one of many.” That has
led it down the path of economic and military weakness.
The Republican Party, hopelessly mired in the ideology termed conservatism, is desperately
trying to bring back the good old days when America was ?the one” and others were ?the
many.” That is leading it down the path of aggressive tariff warfare ~ via Donald Trump.
History has shown us the unsavory consequences of unbridled tariff wars.
The global economy is teetering on the brink of widespread collapse, with humanity
teetering on the brink of existential warfare. Nobody seems to know what to do as we slide
into the abyss of chaos.
That’s when new thought is needed. It is new thought that shoves the threat of universal
chaos aside with new social order ~ with renewed priorities and a renewed way of doing
things. After all, humans are creatures of thought, and that’s where human creativity starts
~ in thought. Today, it is America’s turn to provide that new thought ~ both domestically
and internationally ~ in the form of a new, international party offering fresh, useful and
productive thinking.
Welcome to US People Together ~ a new political party mothered in America and
embraced internationally. It is US People Together that will bring global humanity
together, and stop the slide into the abyss.
Now, every political party has a platform, or stated ideology. What is the platform, or
ideology, of US People Together?
US People Together has a very simple platform. Foremost is the need to structure a social
order providing for the optimal survival and success of the whole, or group. Secondly,
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within that structured order, individual personal freedom must be maximized without
putting the existence of the group at needless risk
Outside of that, US People Together is not glued to disparate ideologies such as liberalism,
conservatism, capitalism, socialism, etc. ~ but would rather use those different ideologies
in varying situations as they may appropriately promote the two foundational mandates of
US People Together. Again, the first mandate is the optimal survival and success of the
group. And again, the second mandate is the maximization of personal, individual freedom
within the group without putting the group at unacceptable risk. Everything else is
conditional to that.
US People Together will provide a new political pole in America, and America will become
the standard-bearer around which global humanity can unite. From the US People
Together platform, new thought will emerge ~ and ~ that new thought will provide
workable solutions to today’s desperate problems.
Together ~ we can do it! Let’s save our world! Join us!
Want to help get it going? US People Together? Save humanity & Earth?
Send us an e-mail and let us know how you’d like to help. We need both manpower and
funding.
We appreciate anything you can do. Together ~ we can do this!

~ ‘til we meet again ~
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